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CONVERSION ON VEHICLE www.bmgrupa.pl

Our company is in addition to the production of trailers and pavilions, also specializes in the performance of the vehicle body 

builder/ conversions on vehicles. We realize orders according to individual customer needs. You have the freedom to choose 

the vehicle-from the Piaggio tree-wheeler to vans and trucks. Thus, you can sell a single product, such as a hot dog or a whole range 

of them like a bar, a patisserie and a butcher shop. Another advantage is mobility of vehicles- you can drive around-the whole city, 

several tourist destinations, or simply place frequented by potential customers. Because of doorstep selling you hit directly to the 

client-visit him at home, at work, on a walk.

construction made of steel profiles 
exterior sheathing made of aluminum sheets 1mm
interior trim made of stainless steel
painted in any color from RAL palette or covered with 
advertisement foil by individual project
floor made of plywood covered with industrial carpet in 
furniture color

electric instalation 230V or 400V
lighting inside- incandescent / Fluorescent / Halogen / LED
signboard or illuminated coffer
sanitary station( watter supply)
gas installation 
furniture with stainless steel or MDF
installation of any device

HIGHEST QUALITY MANY OPTIONS OF EQUIPMENT
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low combustion
Vespa's reliable engine
freedom of movement

PIAGGIO VEHICLE HIGHLIGHTS

construction made with steel profiles
exterior sheathing of aluminum sheets 1mm 
interior made of stainless steel
side flap
electric installation 230V
halogen or LED lighting

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

additional flaps
device, which depends on the type 
of the destination of the vehicle
Advertising on the roof
power generator

ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT 
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CONVERSION ON PIAGGIO www.bmgrupa.pl

If you look for innovate idea for own business, his is offer for you! Vending vehicle on treewheeler motor-cycle Piaggio is mobile, comfortable and 

modern way for sale hot-dogs, hot corn, coffee, ice-cream and many other products. Motor-cycle Piaggio with catering equipment is perfect solution 

everywhere, where important is quick arrive to customersconcert, fete, promenade, recreation centers and in the cities. Piaggio motorcycle asset is its unique 

look arousing the interest of customers, which is a perfect advertising tool.
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